LIVE ACOUSTIC MUSIC WORKSHOPS
FOR THE UNDER EIGHTS

LIVE MUSIC WORKSHOPS FOR CHILDREN, LED BY THE EAST MIDLANDS'
FAVOURITE WIGGLERS AND GIGGLERS - SING, DANCE, JAM, LAUGH
WITH LIVE ACOUSTIC GUITAR AND PERCUSSION!

"RAINBOW STRIPES" - Professionally led, multigenerational / fully
inclusive LIVE ACOUSTIC music group, combining top delivery with
unbeatable results, engaged high attendances and a sense of humour !
Children and carers / parents are invited to sing, dance and play to some
old favourites and original songs, accompanied by live
guitar and bongos, while being engaged in activities and games of all
types (audio, visual, kinesthetic etc), having a joke and a boogie along
the way. Real music, without a CD player or electrical cable in sight!
Usually 45 minutes in duration, 15 minutes set up / take down, over the
last ten years we have worked with local councils, schools, the libraries
service, Surestarts, playteams and the private sector.

There are many, many registered benefits to a well-hosted music group children and adults are focused and engaged in a multigenerational,
shared yet transcient environment, each is encouraged to feel valued
both as a member of a group and as an individual. Familiar songs and
rhymes are combined with a fluid list of varied activities, each designed to
retain focus and work on a different aspect of development.
Each session is infinitely variable, which is only possible with a
responsive, live source of music.

WHY WE’RE NUMBER ONE!
Unique live acoustic music sessions ran by members of the Musician's Union and Equity
An interactive mini concert, lots of laughs for kids and their grown ups
Intuitive, live music - can respond to and lead the group in a way CDs cannot
Established ten years, references from dozens of public, private and third sector
organisations.
Proven track record of successful workshop delivery
Packages to suit virtually any budget
Fully facilitated, all equipment supplied
CRB, insurance in place
Wide variety of experience in workshop delivery to foundation / KS1 and the music
industry
workshops can be themed to virtually any topic; seasonal, curricular, EYFS framework
etc
Proven to promote many physical, educational and social aspects of development
Bonding together and in a group for both children and adults
No electricity, meaning easy setup – also, indoors or outdoors workshops available.
The original and the best for ten years!

HAPPY STRIPERS
"LOVE your session!! She's in a good mood all day after songs with you! ;-) x"
"It's so refreshing to go to a music group run by gifted musicians with clear experience
of involving and motivating young children. The classes are themed and well paced and
there are always fabulous props to tempt even the most shy child to get stuck in. Thank
you."
"Thank you so much for singing us through the year, it really is one of our weekly
highlights!"
"These sessions do wonders for our girls!!!"
"...if you have children go along to see them you will not be disappointed fantasic xxxx"
"She loves Pete and Sue, singing, dancing and hiding under the lycra..."
"I have been bringing my daughter to your session since she was 3 months old and she
loves it (we both do!)"
"Brilliant! x""...makes mine & my son's Thursday mornings complete! As I'm sure it does
for lots of other Parents & Toddlers too! x"
"Me & My Son have only been to a few of your sessions but enjoy them SO much!!

x"

INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS AND CHILDCARE PROFESSIONALS
achievement
children to feel strong and independent, confident and self assured, whereas change
gives stimulus, knowledge of the world and curiosity.
communication with ease.

is felt by the body and develops coordination and control of movement.
relationships
longer sessions to inspire a love of books
and other mathematical concepts.
knowledge of the world.

Sessions hit all targets on the Prime and Specific areas of the Early Years Foundation Stage
Curriculum
Prime areas
1. Communication and language
2. Physical development
3. Personal, Social and emotional development
Specific areas
1. literacy
2. Mathematics
3. Understanding the world
4. Expressive arts and design

CONTACT US
Tel - 07792 308 432 or 07838 624 014
Email - sue@rainbowstripes.net
pete@rainbowstripes.net
Web - www.rainbowstripes.net
Facebook - search ‘Rainbow Stripes’
DON’T FORGET...
We believe that music is the first human language and is spoken fluently by every person
in the world, whatever their circumstances or needs; everything from mathematics to
emotional wellbeing can be reinforced during a session. We believe strongly in what we do
and invite everyone at our sessions to share in our passion!
Look at our website for more information on us, our albums and other services we provide
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